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ABSTRACT
Sustainability and cost optimization are actually the main drivers of product and system design in
modern companies. However, cost assessments are usually carried out at the end of the design pro-
cess to check the validity of the decisions already taken. Therefore, when targets are not achieved,
numerous time-consuming iteration loops are necessary to optimize the initial solution. The paper
situates in a research aimed atmerging functional-based and design-to-cost approaches to propose
aCAD-basedplatformable to assessnewproduct variants fromtheearliest stagesby configuringand
assessing feasible design solutions. In particular, an approach is proposed for dealing with depen-
dencies among design parameters in order to support the designer in a rapid definition of valid
solutions and optimise them. The approach is described and then applied on an industrial test case,
a bridge-crane design process.
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1. Introduction

Modern product design is based on the contemporary
satisfaction of market needs, time to market, and global
costs. The definition of product variants is a critical
activity that involves expertise, product knowledge and
the correct estimation of design and production efforts.
This trend needs supporting tools integrated with 3D
CAD environments that are able to properly structure
the design knowledge and support the designers in con-
figuring the best design solution with respect to desired
product performance, required manufacturing processes
and production quantities. Such an approach considers
costs, performances until lifecycle assessments (LCA) to
promote sustainability-oriented design strategies.

Indeed, in the modern industrial practice, product
cost is estimated at the beginning of the design process
by qualitative methods, but is deeply analyzed only at the
end of the project by quantitative estimating techniques,
when design changes are difficult to implement and very
expensive, so that only minor corrective actions can be
taken, generating a long iteration loops [15]. Over the last
20 years, somemethodologies have been defined to assess
cost before product realization in order to optimize prod-
uct and process design, such asDesign forManufacturing
and Assembly (DFMA) approach [2] to Feature-Based
Costing (FBC) [28], to Design to Cost (DTC) [9], until
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knowledge-based engineering (KBE) systems [8, 25]. On
the other hand, several approaches like knowledge-based
engineering (KBE) [16], artificial intelligence (AI) algo-
rithms [20], object-oriented (OO) design and functional
programming [14] have been conceived to easily cap-
ture, structure and reuse the design knowledge in a fast
and easy way, by automating repetitive tasks and opti-
mization stages. However, their application in industry
is difficult due to long data analysis, complex knowl-
edge structuring as well as numerous resources to be
involved.

In this context, the research proposes a knowledge-
based tool to be used from the conceptual design stages.
It supports themodeling phase from functional modules,
the identification of the functional features of the prod-
uct, the representation of the product related knowledge
according to design-to-cost vision, and the generation of
reliable design solution according to the constraints of the
specific application.

It is well known that in the early design phase some
activities require a priori choices, which leads to differ-
ent alternatives depending to the chosen path. Moreover,
several constraints, like weight or product overall dimen-
sions will be known only after some activities of the
design process have been performed. Consequently, it is
useful to explore as many design variants as possible in
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order to be sure that the best decisions have been made
to focus on the best solution.

Then, the proposed method focuses on the design
activities that are affected by mutual dependencies in
order to explore and optimize different product vari-
ants. It makes use of the design structure matrix
(DSM) to manage the dependencies between the design
parameters. Partition tools allow finding the parame-
ters that are affected by cyclic dependencies and clus-
tering algorithms to reduce the whole design problems
in smaller and affordable steps. Solvers of constraint
satisfaction problem (CSP) determines the domain of
the possible solutions, thus different product alterna-
tives can be evaluated taking advantage of multiple
configurations.

The paper presents the approach, the prototypal con-
figuration tool, and some preliminary results on an
industrial case study. In particular, the approach has been
experimented on a family of cranes for industrial plants
in collaboration with an industrial partner. Examples of
the definition of the architecture of some crane modules
are then described to show the benefits of the approach
in finding valid technical solutions and optimizing them
regarding cost or weight.

2. Background

In their revision of methods to acquire and formalize
design knowledge, Chandrasegaran et al. group the rep-
resentation approaches in five categories [6]: pictorial,
symbolic, linguistic, virtual, and algorithmic. The scien-
tific literature provides a broad overview of approaches
andmethodologies to obtain structured functional repre-
sentation of a product, with themain goal to offer a wider
range of variants and models to meet the consumers’
needs [21, 26]. However, as it emerges from represen-
tation patterns such as the Function-Behavior-Structure
(FBS), additional point of views on the product must be
considered.

2.1. Modeling and exploring complex design
problems

When the full set of product components, as well as
inputs and outputs are available, it is possible to structur-
ing the product functionmodules fromexploitingDesign
Structure Matrix (DSM). The ability of DSM to manage
complex systems is well known [11] and its use has been
experimented in design process [1]. In fact, DSM allows
representing precedence relationships between activities
or parameters of the design process. Moreover, by means
of partition tools, it is possible to reorder the DSM
and eventually find the coupled clusters of parameters

that are affected by mutual dependencies. Aggregation,
decomposition and tearing are the possible alternatives
to solve the coupled clusters [3]. Since the first two algo-
rithms are not always feasible, the tearing consists in
making assumptions that would allow the design process
to proceed. A priori choices are properly characteris-
tics of the design process i.e. the material selection of
a part. Usually assumptions must be verified after an
iteration. For example, a constraint on the weight of a
part can be verified only after several other choices have
been made.

On the other hand, the Design Of Experiment (DOE)
theory [17] is a traditional way to explore possible solu-
tions. DOE analysis uses a multi-variation approach.
Investigators define the number of level for each variable
and vary them simultaneously during the tests. Maxi-
mum information is thus obtained by means of a full
factorial plan, in which all the possible level combina-
tions are performed. Using a regression model is then
possible to obtain the system response at different operat-
ing conditions. The full factorial plan requires a number
of tests increasing with the number of parameters, and
easily outgrows the resources of most investigations. In
general, fractional factorial plans are adopted in order to
reduce the number of tests. In fact, evaluation of all inter-
action terms is usually unnecessary as the higher order
interactions are of gradually decreasing size. These frac-
tional factorial designs are among the most widely used
types of designs for product and process design and for
process improvement [7].

2.2. Design synthesis as a constraint satisfaction
problem

Chakrabarti et al. in [5] affirm that engineering design
is the process of satisfying requirements by develop-
ing and synthesizing building blocks into meaningful
designs that meet the requirements to fulfil needs and
desires. The paper shows an overview in design syn-
thesis research, dividing the three major branches of
function-based synthesis, grammar-based synthesis, and
analogy-based design. The first one includes several
methodologies coalesced around the functional decom-
position of solutions, taking designers through steps that
help decompose a design problem and build concep-
tual solutions based on the product functionality. All
these models try to find connections between func-
tional aspects of product and behavioral, structural and
environmental ones.

About the second category, generative graph and spa-
tial grammars are used for computationally encoding
knowledge about creating designs: defining a vocabu-
lary and a rule-set that operates over it, the generated
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design language can be used to rapidly generating stan-
dard or novel design alternatives. For instance, Wyatt
et al. [29] represent product architecture as a network in
which nodes symbolize components and links symbol-
ize connections or other relations. The space of possible
architectures is the complete set of possible arrangements
of elements that satisfy the constraints. The challenge for
the future in grammar-based synthesis is the automatic
learning of grammar rules. In fact, engineering grammars
would be more readily applied if rules could be learned
and adapted on their own by the software.

Finally, analogy is defined as the cognitive process
of transferring information from a particular subject
to another one. In particular, the case base reason-
ing (CBR) is used to adapt old situations to meet new
demands, using old cases to critique and interpret new
solutions [13].

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) can be
defined on a finite set of variables whose values belong to
the definition of finite domains and a set of constraints.
A constraint on a set of variables is a restriction on the
values that those variables can take simultaneously. Con-
ceptually, a constraint is seen as a set of all the values
that the variables can take on at the same time, and
that can be represented by means of matrices, equations,
inequalities or relations. In a similarmanner, engineering
design is the process of satisfying requirements by devel-
oping and synthesizing building blocks into meaningful
designs that meet the requirements to fulfill needs and
desires, but always respecting design constraints, which
are fundamental in determining the resulting solutions
[4]. Numerical constraints and restrictions on the pos-
sible values of a design parameter have been used in
parametric design [18] or, alternatively, constraints may
represent high-level qualitative information being part of
the problem definition.

Design process can be considered as a CSP under a set
of requirements, assumptions and design limits [19]. A
design is consistent if it does not violate any of the con-
straints and is complete if it includes all variables. CSP
on finite domains are typically solved using a form of
search. The approach for the resolution is based on ad-
hoc algorithms that compare all found solutions at the
same depth (with usually the same cost) to avoid running
in infinite paths. The most used techniques are vari-
ants of backtracking, constraint propagation, and local
search.

The branching factor at each level of the tree is
equal to the number of variables not yet assigned, mul-
tiplied by the number of values that each variable can
take. Several CSP languages and solvers have been intro-
duced to reduce the branching factor. Gecode is a toolkit
for the development of “constraint-based”, systems and

applications; MiniZinc is a modeling language to mid-
level constraints, which exploits the advantages of a
library of pre-defined constraints; Cream is a Class
Library for Constraint Programming; Jacop is a Java-
based constraint solver; Choco is a free Java library ded-
icated to Constraint Programming. Optimization tools
can work in adjunction to CSP solver and allow find-
ing out a valid solution that minimizes or maximizes an
objective function.

In conclusion, a major goal of design synthesis is to
support creation of a large number of alternatives of high
value. However, the tools available to the designers in the
early stages of product conceptualization are relatively
new, and the majority of knowledge to be encapsulated at
this stage is tacit, so that its formalization is more difficult
with respect to in embodiment anddetailed design stages.
Ultimately, the research presented in the paper mainly
addresses these issues:

1) Design process knowledge formalization;
2) Exploration of solution spaces enhancing solution

optimization;
3) Definition of tool functionalities to support design

synthesis in a usable manner.

3. The approach

The main issue of this work is to support synthesis
in the early design phases. Symbolic descriptions are
combined with geometric descriptions, which provide
overall dimensions, locations and spatial relationships
between parts. In order to configure a certain design solu-
tion according to the design-to-cost principles and the
requirements of the specific application, the proposed
system is based on the functional modeling of the prod-
uct to be designed, the representation of the company
design knowledge, and the selection of the best design
solution thanks to AI algorithms.

3.1. The research approach

The research activity can be synthetized in the following
steps:

1. Identification of the product functional structure;
2. Formalization of the design knowledge, including

explicit and tacit knowledge related to the product
based on the company best practices as well as the
human expertise;

3. Definition of the product function modules and
input-output parameters, where dependencies are
defined by DSM approach, in particular design
activity-based DSM and parameter-based DSM;
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4. Definition of a number of CSPs, to capture and pro-
cess the company knowledge, to suggest effective
solutions considering the possible product alterna-
tives with their associated costs;

5. Dimensioning of the product modules and instanti-
ation of the optimized solution.

While the first step is well covered in the literature
[21], in [23] the authors proposed an approach to for-
malize the knowledge of a company in order to be reused
to generate offers. The method has been described as a
sequence of steps, which moves from the data acquisi-
tion of the past projects to the definition of a cost func-
tion based on dimensioning parameters. Design process
can be represented, e.g. by means an IDEF, as a net-
work of dimensioning activities connected each other
through input-output parameters. Historic data as well
as the human experience matured during the years allow
cost functions to be defined for the main product mod-
ules based on design parameters. The conversion of the
product requirements into a functional structure is also
required. It is advisable to concentrate on product linked
by developing a requirements-based functionalmodel. In
this way, the requirements are connected to the physical
blocks of the product.

The focus of this paper is on the following steps. The
approach poses the cost estimation problem as the design
of a product structure in response to the formulation
of the design problem as a constraint satisfaction prob-
lem (CSP) to be solved by AI algorithms. The identified
functional groups of the product are firstly configured.
The resolution of the constraints is managed by a DSM
generated by the dependencies in the structure under
development. By means of partitioning and clustering
algorithms, the configuration of the whole product is
subdivided in a sequence of smaller problems where the
system can support the designer with effective solutions
and rapid assessment of their associated costs.

3.2. Configuring the optimal solution

In order to give a correct functional mapping, a database
of the product parts, features and constraints has to be
set in advance. The product configuration framework is
based on a representation of the company knowledge
through a DB of products building blocks. The plat-
form includes three different interfaces, which respec-
tively represent the product according to its functions, its
modules, and physical components. In this way, it allows
designing a new product from a functional viewpoint
by defining its functions into modules, and subsequently
defining its architecture by connecting the defined func-
tions to physical solutions [22].

The main elements of the approach are:

- The “Block”, i.e. an instance of a technical solution for
a sub-set of the functional structure. The block may
be a novel solution or recover already implemented
solutions, possibly in parametric and standardized
form.

- The “Blocks Structure”, i.e. a hierarchical tree of blocks
capturing the needed product components. Such
structure is driven by the functional decomposi-
tion and populated by the user in a semi-automatic
manner.

- The “Block Attributes”, i.e. the set of parameters, prop-
erties, characteristics of the building units of the
designed product.

- The “Dependencies” among the blocks of the structure
and the attributes. As detailed in [29], dependen-
cies are in the form of structural (such as “attached
to” or “contains”), behavioral (such as flows of
energy, materials and signals), assignment (such as
“comprises”) and geometrical (such as positioning).
Dependencies also include constraints on the struc-
ture such as the required number of a certain com-
ponent, the compatibility of different parts, the need
of a block given the presence of others. When data
are available, cost models are defined according to a
combined analytic-parametric approach [8].

In order to reuse the company knowledge for the new
product design the following strategies are employed:

- ADB of already-implemented technical solutions, char-
acterized in terms of a sub-structure of blocks,
attributes and inner dependencies;

- A search function for similar product specifications,
filter according to product characteristics, and
explore past products with different features and
compare;

- A search of past solutions to be compared with the new
one by a similaritymeasure based on theMinkowski
formula [24];

- To generate a quotation, parametric cost estimation for-
mulas are included in the blocks definition. After
having selected past products, it is possible to
adapt them for the new product updating attributes,
parameters and geometry. The embodied formulas
will provide new cost estimations based on the new
modules attributes.

The design process is based on the activities depicted
in the Fig. 1. The desired product structure is composed
in a hierarchicalmanner taking blocks from the database.
Each block definition includes attributes and rules to
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed design procedure.

determine costs and performances based on the values
assumed by the attributes.

The designer adds dependencies among parts and
their attributes. Solving tools include:

- Mathematical and logical constraints in the form of
formulas among the attributes of the blocks

-Geometrical constraints among the geometric represen-
tations linked to the blocks

- Links to external design tools such as spreadsheets and
CAE models (FEM, CFD, . . . ) which needs to be
run to solve specific design dimensioning activities

- Quantities to be maximised/minimised such as costs,
weight, overall dimensions and performances in
general.

The introduced dependencies generally constitute an
intricate and complex network with an elevate degree of

coupling between elements. Such complexity can be iden-
tified as the main difficulty a designer is facing when
trying to figure out a preliminary solution in the early
phases. Since many parameters are mutually dependent,
they must be solved together in an iterative manner,
which is not feasible in the short time normally available
in the conceptual phases.

DSM is then employed to organize design parameters
dependencies for a number of reasons:

- Firstly, it allows simple, compact and visually effective
representations of complex graph of networks;

- The partitioned DSM shows all the product param-
eters sequenced according to their dependencies,
thus it is possible to know when a parameter must
be defined in order to proceed with the design pro-
cess. The partitioning algorithm groups around the
diagonal those attributes that need to be defined
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in the same design step, as highly coupled. Thus,
the obtained parameters sequence allows minimiz-
ing the iterations during the phase of the parameters
determination;

- DSM allows dividing the problem into simpler sub-
problems of reduced size, which are expected to be
much more manageable. This approach is close to
the designers’ perspective, which is used to deal-
ing with problems of limited size. Relationships
between the sub-systems as well as input and output
data flow are highlighted and monitored.

Clusterization is based on a simulated annealing opti-
mization procedure derived from the one proposed in
[27]. The advance of such approach lies on the capabil-
ity of controlling the number, size and composition of
the clusters based on custom algorithm parameters and
functions. In particular, “bid” and “cost” functions are
defined in order to formulate respectively an offer for a
parameter to be in a cluster and to assess the optimal-
ity of a certain configuration of clusters. Such functions
are formulated in order to foster the presence in the same
cluster of:

- parameters linked by pure mathematical rules, which
can be effectively resolved by existing CSM solver;

- geometrical and spatial relationships, which can be
effectively solved in parametric CAD environments;

- parameters which are linked by engineering tools intro-
duced in the blocks structure such as spreadsheets
or connections to external CAE software.

The sequenced clusters maintain couplings between
them. While in each single cluster possible solutions are
searched mostly using external tools (e.g., CAD, CSP,
Spreadsheets, CAE) the overall process is controlled and
managed by the proposed tool in a semi-automatic man-
ner. The values for the attributes connected by the depen-
dencies among different clusters are evaluated following
one of the following strategies:

- asking to the user input values coming from his/her
knowledge and experience;

- automatically exploring predefined domains, enhanc-
ing a backtracking strategy and some objective
functions;

- programmed on selected values (DOE-like approach)
to restrain the explosion of propagation paths.

In conclusion, the method moves from the identifica-
tion of sub-problems characterized by a smaller amount
of parameters affected by mutual dependencies. Then,
it pursue the identification of the minimum number of

parameters to be a priori defined in order to support the
designer in wizard-like design process.

4. The industrial case study

The proposed approach has been preliminary tested on
the “bridge cranes” product family in collaboration with
an Italian company that manufactures lifting equipment.
For this specific product family, a set of product informa-
tion was retrieved, organized and classified, i.e. customer
specifications, BOM, design documents, 3D models, 2D
drawings, and cost data [23].

Bridge cranes are complex products since they are
made of numerous parts performing several functions.
Although the complexity, a certain amount of modules
can be identified by functional analysis. In such a way,
the company knowledge was ordered and functionally
structured, so that it became easier and more efficient to
visualize the product architecture. The Fig. 2 shows an
exemplary portion of the crane design process (i.e., the
drum and block dimensioning. For instance, the block
weight is an output of the block dimensioning, which
depends on rope dimensioning, but at the same time
provides an input for the rope dimensioning, realizing
coupled dependencies to be solved.

The several specifications and customer requirements
make the design always different in some aspects. In
order to consider all possible combination of relations
and customer requirements, a general functional model
for the bridge crane was defined. In particular, a set of
building blocks with their relative dimensioning param-
eters and specific cost functions was created. Fig. 3 shows
the result of a preliminary set up obtained with the tool
under development.

Once the crane structure has been defined, dependen-
cies between modules and parameters have been ana-
lyzed and collected in a parameter-based DSM (Fig. 4).
The convention used to represent dependencies in this
paper is, according to [10], the IC/FBD convention, i.e.
DSM feedback marks with inputs shown in columns and
outputs in rows. The DSMhas been initially reordered by
means of partitioning algorithms. Because of the highly
coupled problem nature, the partitioned DSM leads to
just one big cluster. In order to subdivide the big problem
into sub-problems, the clustering algorithm is applied.
The resulting clustered DSM shows several blocks of
highly coupled parameters, but the dependencies among
clusters are much lower.

Then, each matrix cluster is treated as an individual
problem, solved independently form the others. Attempt
values are assumed for the attributes connected to other
clusters. Two exemplary clusters of coupled parameters
identified in theDSMare here reportedwithmore details.
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Figure 2. Portion of IDEF-0 representing the crane design process.

Figure 3. The configuration tool interface for parameters-based configuration.

4.1. Drum dimensioning

A cluster of 12 coupled parameters resulting from the
clustered DSM is related to the dimensioning of the
drum, a part of the crane hoist system which is responsi-
ble of rope winding.

The parameters of the block include dimensions,
weight and stress of the drum due to the pull on the
rope. Moreover, they also comprise relations with other

clusters, such as the crane requirements: i.e. the rope
diameter must ensure the support of the maximum load,
and the drum length must be enough to ensure the hook
lift. Checking parameters (True/False values) includes
the verification of the following inequality constraint:

- equivalent drum stress ≤ allowable stress

- fleet angle ≤ allowable fleet angle
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Figure 4. Portion of the clustered DSM.

Figure 5. The hoisting drum.

Stresses are calculated according to the applicable
standards and fleet angle results from a simple trigono-
metric formula (Fig. 5). The partitioning of the cou-
pled block leads to the DSM in Fig. 6(a). Although
the parameters assignment can be made by a CSP
integrated-optimization tool, the need of two a pri-
ori choices can be demonstrated. In fact, by remov-
ing the dependencies only for one parameter at a time,
the condition of triangularization is not yet satisfied.
Instead, searching for pairs of parameters, several alter-
natives have been found. Discarding the pairs contain-
ing verification parameters, the solving iteration gives

as a possible solution to the Drum Diameter and Drum
Thickness. The Fig. 6(b) shows the DSM partitioned
after removing dependencies by this specific pair of
parameters.

The objective function to minimize the drum weight
can be represented as follows:

f obj = Min(Weight)

This condition allows selecting among the space of
solutions the best alternative in terms of cost, which is
approximately dependent from the weight.
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Figure 6. Partitioned DSM of the hoist drum before (a) and after (b) tearing.

4.2. Trolley layout selection to comply with the
overall dimensions

As stated before, many design problems cannot be for-
mulated in the form of simple mathematical formulas
and resolved by a CSP solver as in the previous example.
Sometimes the problem is largely dependent on geomet-
rical constraints and simplified parametric layouts are
necessary to represent the problem. For instance, the trol-
ley layout design (Fig. 7) includes the arrangement of
components, such as the hoisting units, traversing units
and trolley structure, depending on constraints given by
customer specifications regarding the overall dimensions
and the working area reachable by the hook.

A cluster of 13 coupled parameters has been identified
within the trolley layout dependencies, but the parti-
tioned DSM in Fig. 8(a) shows that only ten parameters
are affected by mutual dependencies.

Applying the method, it has been found that 4 param-
eters need assumptions: 3 of them come from the resolu-
tion of relative clusters, i.e. the above cited hoisting unit,

traversing unit and trolley structure; layout selection is the
last attribute to be necessarily chosen to solve the loop.
Fig. 8(b) shows the partitionedDSMafter removing these
backward dependencies, in order to eliminate coupled
parameters. In fact, if the overall dimensions arising from
the modules arrangement do not satisfy the constraints,
probably the modules dimensioning needs a review: this
iteration reflects what actually happens during the design
process.

Since the designer expertise plays a determinant role
in the layout assessment, the problem cannot be solved
by an optimization tool but requires the human interven-
tion. Thus, the user shall define a DOE table containing
the solutions to explore and evaluate the response for
each experiment. A regression model would allow find-
ing the optimal solution in the explored space, e.g. mini-
mizing the hook approach.

It is worth pointing that most of the parame-
ters belonging to this cluster depend on parameters
in other clusters. The supporting tool will check for

Figure 7. Typical crane layout.
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Figure 8. Partitioned DSM of the trolley arrangement before (a) and after (b) tearing.

inconsistencies between parameters of different clusters.
If the solver detects some inconsistencies, the values of
the parameters must be modified. For example, the pre-
sented case of study has required a new dimensioning of
the drum to meet the required hook approach. In par-
ticular, drum diameter has been decreased to reduce the
trolley wheel-base, providing the trolley to get closer to
the limits of the working area.

4.3. Results

The crane modules (i.e., motor, gearbox, hook, beams)
have added in the software system along with a 3D

geometry, identified parameters, relations and dimen-
sioning rules. The system has been tested by the collab-
oration with designers from a partner company, after a
short training about the main system functionalities. In
particular, the requirements of a new crane have been
assigned to fewdesigners of different expertise. They have
input the specifications in the systems and started the
configuration process retrieving from the system DB the
required functional modules. Parameters have been var-
ied according to the rules in the sequence suggested by
the system. Thus, designers have been guided to com-
plete a preliminary design (Fig. 9). Surprisingly, the final
solutions were very similar and cost-effective, confirming

Figure 9. Simplified 3D result of the configuration process of a double beam crane.
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the capability of the approach of supporting also
novices.

Finally, the users have highlighted some difficulties
in the use of the system due to minor malfunctions or
complex commands, which needs to be improved in the
future.

5. Conclusions

The presented research focuses on the definition of a
design tool to support the configuration of industrial
products according to the design constraints and costs.
Such a tool can be used from the conceptual stages to
identify the best design solutions according to the cus-
tomer requirements contained in a request for proposal.

In particular, this work presents an approach to face
with highly coupled problems, which emerge as soon
as preliminary architectures of configurable blocks are
proposed. It makes a combined use of clustering and par-
titioning algorithms applied to a parameter-based DSM
in order to identify clusters dividing the whole problem
into an ordered sequence of sub-problems easier to be
solved, also making use of AI tools.

The main contribution of the paper is a method to
tackle the rapid definition of an optimal design solu-
tion in terms of preliminary layout and dimensioning
accompanied by automatic cost and performance evalu-
ations. From one side, the approach is prone to be imple-
mented on a software tool, activity that is currently under
development. On the other side, it resembles the way of
operating of an experienced design enhancing the speed
of automatic evaluation. It also provides a guided wiz-
ard procedure, which is beneficial especially for novice
designers, as confirmed by the preliminary experimen-
tation in the crane design field. More extended experi-
mentation is planned for the next future. Some possible
test cases from different fields have already been col-
lected andwill be described in future works alongwith an
assessment of the approach advantages and weaknesses.
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